
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speakers 

 
Craig Davies & Jeff Braun (AgriLink Consulting) 

 

Craig and Jeff will talk about their trials and soil moisture issues. 
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Moisture monitoring in durum and bread wheat plots at Roseworthy in 2012-

Part1 

by Alison Phillips and David Keetch, School of Agriculture, Food and Wine.  

University of Adelaide. 

 

Nine varieties were sown as a completely randomised block design, blocked by 3 replications to 

give 27 plots. Trials were sown by the Waite Institute Durum breeding group, with a total plot 

size of 7.56m2 consisting of 12 rows 4 metres long. Plots were sown at a rate of 90g seed/plot 

with 80kg/ha DAP at Roseworthy on the 21st May. PVC access tubes were inserted into the 

centre of each plot to monitor soil water content. Holes were pre-drilled using a hydraulic soil 

corer mounted on a utility vehicle. Tubes 50cm in diameter were steadied using a tripod and 

hammered down to a depth of 1m. A Diviner2000 moisture probe was used to take readings 

fortnightly at 10cm depth intervals. Plants had reached maturity by the 7th November and were 

harvested on the 22nd November 2012. 

 

The initial water moisture measurement was taken on the 26th June, 4 weeks after plots were 

sown when seedlings were at 2-3 leaf stage. Rainfall in late May and early June delayed the 

insertion of the PVC assess tubes. Rainfall recorded at Roseworthy for 2012 totalled 337.4mm, 

below the annual average of 394.8mm. From 1st January to 31st May (sowing) the rainfall total 

was 124.2mm. In season rainfall (Figure 1) totalled 194.4mm.  

Moderate soil water content was across the profile at the time of measurement. All subsequent 

measurements had the initial reading subtracted from the value. From the 26th of June to the 

13th of July the topsoil had dried slightly and subsoil had remained relatively constant (Figure 

2). To the 1st of August rainfall had increased the amount of subsoil water and retained higher 

topsoil water compared to the 26th June. By 15th August topsoil layers had begun to dry, yet 

subsoil water remained constant. Soil water fluctuated in the topsoil following rain in mid to 

late August, then steadily decreased throughout September, with little available by the end of 

September. Subsoil water also reduced significantly throughout September, with depths 5-45cm 

below initial seedling moisture (26th June). From the end of September water remained low in 

the topsoil and upper subsoil. Depths 55 and 65cm continued to steadily decline in October and 

by plant maturity at the end of October, had not reached levels post-sowing.  

 
Figure 1: Daily rainfall for Roseworthy between 1st June and 7th November 2012. 



 

 
Figure 2: Soil moisture across the growing season measured with a Diviner2000 moisture 

probe. Few readings were taken between 85-95cm due to slight bends in the access tubes 

during insertion, preventing the probe from reaching the bottom of the PVC tubes. 

 

The mean soil moisture of varieties across different depths indicates significant variation 

between varieties and depths, but not a variety by depth interaction (Table 1). In the topsoil 

(5cm) Line 80, Tamaroi and Krichauff had high water use in comparison to Gladius and Scout. In 

the subsoil (55cm) Line 80, WID901, Krichauff and Gladius had higher water use than 

Kamillaroi, Tamaroi and Tjilkuri.  

        Depth           

Variety 5cm 15cm 25cm 35cm 45cm 55cm 65cm 75cm 85cm 

Axe -3.42 2.79 4.60 3.92 5.33 9.68 6.27 15.68 18.78 

Gladius 1.39 1.26 1.86 2.57 5.02 8.67 15.25 15.62 * 

Kamillaroi -4.02 6.17 1.98 2.68 4.51 11.33 15.35 19.26 * 

Krichauff -4.91 1.43 2.41 2.60 6.78 8.90 9.51 * * 

Line80 -5.38 3.35 0.42 -1.30 0.24 2.58 * * * 

Scout -2.10 6.18 4.07 5.13 5.98 9.68 14.49 17.35 * 

Tamaroi -5.64 2.66 4.23 4.30 6.76 11.72 14.62 16.22 * 

Tjilkuri -3.18 3.71 3.43 4.72 4.49 11.02 13.15 14.36 16.61 

WID901 -2.41 3.85 7.67 7.31 6.62 8.06 * * * 

Significance Variety 0.001  Depth 0.001  Var x Depth 0.107 

l.s.d (0.05)   1.92     1.54       5.35 

Table 1: Mean soil water use of durum and bread wheat varieties across recording depths. 

 

The mean of varieties across measurement date indicated relatively consistent water draw 

between varieties until mid August, when varieties began to vary for soil water use (Table 2). 

Line 80 used the greatest amount of water from the soil mid to late season, followed by Tjilkuri, 

Kamillaroi and Krichauff. Scout and WID901 used the least amount of soil water mid to late 

season. 

 

Access to subsoil moisture at depths below 55cm was critical for plants from mid to late 

September into October during heading and grain fill. Figure 3 shows soil moisture use from 

mid August to late October when maturity was reached for the combined recording depths of 55 

and 65cm. 



 

          Date             

Variety Jul-13 Jul-26 Aug-01 Aug-15 Aug-28 Sep-10 Sep-26 Oct-03 Oct-09 Oct-15 Oct-31 

Axe 0.62 14.71 14.06 8.38 12.24 6.92 -2.42 -2.13 -4.87 -4.32 -5.46 

Gladius 0.23 14.44 13.46 9.01 10.74 5.95 -0.70 -2.04 -4.60 -4.22 -4.68 

Kamillaroi 1.02 15.86 15.01 11.83 14.08 7.48 -3.27 -3.20 -4.51 -6.36 -7.09 

Krichauff -0.07 12.86 13.57 8.35 10.93 4.32 -3.76 -4.33 -6.61 -5.92 -6.66 

Line80 -0.03 13.48 12.33 6.42 8.80 1.46 -6.87 -7.80 -9.81 -9.82 -9.67 

Scout 0.00 13.29 13.70 9.31 11.79 6.72 0.49 0.01 -1.61 -1.88 -2.38 

Tamaroi -0.01 14.21 14.14 10.42 13.08 7.85 -1.75 -1.46 -4.18 -3.60 -5.21 

Tjilkuri 0.46 14.45 13.44 9.31 12.72 7.53 -2.10 -3.03 -5.05 -5.48 -7.31 

WID901 0.54 14.27 14.16 9.88 13.31 8.95 0.79 0.22 -2.52 -2.46 -3.32 

Significance Variety 0.001  Date 0.001  Variety x Date 0.999  

l.s.d 

(0.05)     1.43     1.57       4.72   

Table 2: Mean soil water use of varieties across recording dates for depths combined to 55cm. 

 
Figure 3: Mean soil water for the 55-65cm depths from 28th August to 31st October. Axe and 

Line80 were not included in the figure due to a lack of data for the 65cm recording depth. 

 

The durum breeders line WID901 used the greatest amount of soil water throughout this period 

and finished with the least amount of soil moisture at the 55-65cm depth. WID901 was the only 

line to reduce soil water content to a level less than the initial soil moisture recording on the 

26th June. The durum variety Tjilkuri retained the highest amount of soil water across the 

recoding period, with final soil water content remaining well above the initial reading.  

The absence of topsoil soil water occurs all too often late in the season and the ability of 

varieties to access and use deeper subsoil moisture may be crucial for maintaining plants during 

grain fill. It is also important to keep in mind that at these subsoil depths several constraints 

may be influencing root growth and subsequently water uptake. For example, subsoil (55cm) 

electrical conductivity was >0.75dS/m, boron was >25mg/kg, with pH>9.4. 

 



 

In the course of preparing material for a family history, I was amazed to see that great grandpappy and 

a colleague were growing 50 acres of wheat in 1850, shortly after arriving in Australia in 1848. Only a 

decade earlier, the settlers at Hahndorf had a mere 2 acres or so of wheat for each family, an area 

which could easily be harvested with sickle or scythe! 

The invention and adoption of the Ridley Stripper provides the explanation. There can be no doubt that 

this was the most rapidly adopted technology in the history of our agriculture. The extract below, 

published in 1846, describes the operation of the machine and excitement which accompanied its first 

demonstrations. 

 

Ridley’s Reaping Machine 
reprinted from 

South Australia and its Mines 

by Francis Dutton 

 
The scarcity of labour in the latter end of 1842 was seriously felt by the farmers; when harvest came on 

they found the wheat actually being lost for want of sufficient hands to reap it; besides, the labourers 

took advantage of this scarcity, and demanded most exorbitant wages, from I5s to 20s per acre, with an 

allowance of wine or beer, rations, and I know not what besides. During 1843, therefore, in the absence 

of emigration, which had at that time entirely ceased, a committee of agriculturists was formed, to devise 

means to obviate a similar occurrence in the harvest of 1843-4, by the application of mechanical power; 

and a premium was offered for a reaping machine, which should be effectual in its operations, and be 

generally applicable to the wants of the colony. At a meeting of the committee in September, 1843, no 

less than 13 persons exhibited models and drawings of various machines, creditable to them certainly, 

but each of which was pronounced of course by the inventor super-excellent. The committee, however, 

stated that no machine had been exhibited which they could recommend for adoption. 

All this while there was another person in Adelaide devoting his talent to the accomplishment of the 

object in view, but he did not exhibit either models or plans; with great liberality, and no less credit to 

himself, he gave his time and money to the subject, and whilst others were discussing, he made the 

machine! This gentleman's name is Ridley; a native I believe of Newcastle upon Tyne; he possesses 

considerable self-acquired mechanical talent, having erected one of the first steam flour mills in the 

colony. 

One afternoon, during the summer of 1843-4, some friends met me in Adelaide, and asked me to join 

them in their ride to a neighbouring farm, where Mr. Ridley's Reaping Machine, which they said both 

reaped and thrashed the corn at the same time, was successfully at work. It. was not generally known at 

that time what the machine was, and although we were all incredulous, we started to see with our own 

eyes how far the reports we had heard were correct; presently we saw from several quarters, other 

horsemen, all steering to the same point. By the time we reached the farm, a large “field” had mustered 

to witness the proceedings, and there, sure enough, was the machine at work, by the agency of two 

horses, and two men, one to guide the horses, the other the machine! There was no mistake about it - the 

heads of the corn were thrashed off perfectly clean, and a winnowing machine being at hand, the corn 

was transferred out of the reaping into the latter machine, and carts were ready to convey the cleaned 

wheat to the mill, two miles off, where the wheat, which an hour before was waving in the fields in all 

the lustre of golden tints, was by Mr Ridley’s steam-mill ground into flour. Never before was perhaps 

such a revolution in the appliances of agriculture caused, as was done by this machine; success attended 

the very first trial of it, and during seven days it reaped and thrashed the seventy acres of wheat of which 

the paddock we all went to see was composed. The harvest season of that year being already far 

advanced, the generality of farmers derived little benefit from it; but Mr. Ridley, during the succeeding 

year, made a number of them, which he sold to the settlers. By this time, I fancy, the greatest part of all 

the wheat grown in the colony is harvested by this machine, causing an enormous saving of labour and 

expense. 

Nothing more important could have been invented for the prosperous development of our fertile 

agricultural districts; the farmers all knew, long since, that the land would grow corn in abundance; but 

they put in their grain, with fear and trembling, not knowing, but that when the crops were ripe, the half 

of it might shed before they could get sufficient hands to reap it. Our climate, again, is perhaps one of 

very few that affords the necessary facilities for the operations of this machine. Owing to the great 

dryness prevalent about the time the corn ripens, the corn separates from the chaff at the first blow of the 



 

beater, when the head of the straw is caught by the projecting teeth, which guide it into the lower 

cylinder; for the same reason, the cylinder is not liable to get choked, and, by having a sort of chimney at 

the upper and back end of the large receiving box, the greatest quantity of the chaff, makes its escape by 

the draught caused by the revolving of the beaters. Mr. Ridley is, besides, sanguine, in being enabled to 

add the perfect winnowing action to the same machine. 

To an English farmer, the first glance at the accompanying sketch would suggest the idea of unfitness, as 

the machine, in passing over the field, appears to destroy the straw, which in England is such a valuable 

part of the field's produce; now with us, in the first place, we do not want the straw; it has been already 

stated that the straw is usually burnt by the farmer after thrashing; but, secondly, were the straw required, 

it could always be mown, after the bustle of securing the wheat, was over for the straw is only laid down 

flat, not destroyed, and as no rain need be apprehended beyond a casual shower or so, during the harvest 

month, the straw remains fit for use for a long time. 

This machine can reap and thrash one acre per hour with the greatest ease, though, except in cases of 

emergency, the farmer does not hurry himself with it; two sets of horses are found quite sufficient, which 

work hour about, and are kept well fed on the field; bullocks have likewise been used with equal success; 

the loss from waste, has, by comparing the quantity of grain delivered from the field by this method, and 

the quantity which resulted in former seasons by hand reaping and thrashing, been found to be much 

less. This must be obvious to all; for in hand reaping, the first shock the corn gets (which it must be 

remembered is very dry and brittle, and easily separated from the husk) is by the action of the sickle; 

then it has to be bound, stooked, thrown on to a dray, carted to, and thrown on to the stack; before the 

thrasher performs his work, it has to be further tossed about; by all which operations there is loss. This 

machine, on the contrary, begins at one end and proceeds down the whole length of the field; high or 

low, crooked or straight, every straw is caught by the horizontal and lateral teeth, and thus brought under 

the beater. Trees being in the field does not hinder the use of the machine; as one man, with a sickle, can 

reap the few ears of corn immediately round the trees which may be out of the reach of it. But as the 

reader is doubtless anxious to have a minute description of this very clever and ingenious invention, 

which reflects the highest credit on Mr. Ridley, I will at once proceed to describe it, and direct the 

reader's attention to the accompanying plates. 

The colonists were not behind-hand in acknowledging Mr. Ridley's valuable service to the colony; and a 

subscription was promoted by Captain Bagot to present Mr. Ridley with some testimonial. The sum thus 

raised, was, at the Agricultural Society's meeting of last year, presented to Mr. Ridley by His Excellency 

Governor Grey, who passed a high compliment on him on that occasion. Mr. Ridley, with his usual 

liberal spirit, applied the sum to the extension of his library by the purchase of the best scientific works, 

the use of which he allows to industrious and deserving mechanics. 

 

Wheat was selling for 4s 6d per bushel, and Dutton estimates that the cost of production at 2s 6d. 

Wheat average yields were about 20 bushels as it was being grown mostly on ‘new’ land in higher 

rainfall districts. He quotes the cost of the Ridley Stripper as 50 pounds. So wheat growing was 

profitable, and quite small areas would have financed a machine! 

In contrast to our current experience with the ‘Mining Boom’, even better financial conditions were 

ahead. During the Gold Rush of the 1850’s, wheat prices soared as a new market opened. Further, 

the rapid adoption of the new technology was not inhibited by patent and intellectual property 

restrictions. 

  



 

 

  

Mace wheat emerging after being sown into 6t/ha Mace wheat stripper straw 

Canola in stripper straw stubble 

Canola cabbaged up in stripper straw 
stubble 

More advanced canola 

More advanced canola 

Stripper Straw and Soil Health 

• soil temperature 5 to 8 degrees cooler during 
summer & at flowering  

• water infiltration is amazing. 

• 20 mm rain event, moisture probe able to push 
in 40-60 cm 

• stubble cover from 2011 wheat stripper straw 
in 2012 canola stubble still 80-100% 

• snail populations seem to be diminishing 
because stripper front smashing them at harvest 

• mice numbers need to be monitored, perfect 
environment for them 

• crop emergence seems to be ok in standing or 
lodged stripper straw 

• less summer weeds due to cooler soil, more 
shading 

• more efficient harvesting, more efficient 
seeding , ability to crop more country with 
same personnel 

The following pictures and text are observations from Paul Lush, of the effect 

of stripper stubble on the following crop and soil health 



 

 

It is often observed that drops of rain are retained on the awns of 

durums. Barbs on the awns of the wild ancestor of durums are a factor in 

the self-burial of seed on the heavy (presumably self mulching) soils 

Head hills of genotypes with contrasting erect and horizontal leaves at 

the cessation of a recent rain shower. The erect leaves have shed the 

water whereas large drops have been retained on the horizontal leaves. 

Brings to mind the contrast between mallees and sheoaks with pines 

during the rain or fog. 

During the 1960s plant physiologist fervently debated the relative merits 

of erect and horizontal leaves in terms of light interception. I think, 

perhaps incorrectly, that the debate ran aground when someone pointed 

out that the sun rose and set on the horizontal plane, and when this was 

taken into account, the light interception of the two types was similar. 

 

Tony Rathjen 


